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Abstract 

Since 2003, IP has been using an in-company standard for Earthing and Bonding (E&B), developed 

by Movares (formerly Holland Railconsult). Contents and rules of this Normative [8] have been used 

successfully for a lot of electrified lines since that date. The referred document has been designed for 

1x25kV as well as 2x25kV lines, both single line and double line. The base development was done for 

a traction power in a feeding section of 15 MVA, and was later extended to 20 MVA. 

At the moment IP Engenharia is carrying on several studies and standards for a new 2x25kV line, 

single track, 3 rails double gauge system (both Iberian as well as UIC gauge), which is being 

considered as a possible solution in the future for international corridors connection between Portugal 

and Spain, due to both gauges being present and the need for interoperability.  

The parameters and specifications for the case study using three running rails are distinctly different 

from the ones used for the original Normative [8]. Not only is the lay-out of the conductors different, 

but also the interoperability requirements as imposed by TSI on available traction power supply and 

the need for a higher nominal installed power in the substation(s) according with [2]. 

In order to fulfil the necessary requirements imposed by [1] for step and touch voltages, both steady 

state regime as well as short-circuit regime, the existing rules for E&B had to be revised.  

In order to support the revision of the E&B rules for this new special line, a mathematical model has 

been developed in order to study the changes needed. A simulation tool has been developed using 

Matlab® and SimPowerSystems®. Using these tools the 2x25kV single line three rails system has 

been modelled. Given the nature of a railway system this led to a relatively long and complex model, 

for which the computational effort needed was considerable. 

Using the simulation results of the model the risks on electrocution and the loading of cables could be 

studied, and the necessary mitigation measures taken. The future behaviour of the traction power 

supply system could also be studied, as well as the step and touch voltages between the different 

system parts and between the system and the surrounding soil.  

The study proves that by the use of modern simulation techniques an efficient development of a 

complex railway system is possible. 

1. Introduction 

In order to develop the E&B solution to be used for the 3 rails line system, various models were built 

and studied. The characterisation of the chosen solution, based on the given input parameters was 

possible. The following basic input parameters have been used:  
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 Traction Power Supply system (TPS) is 2x25 kV – 50 Hz; 

 Single Track Line, using 3 running rails, aerial return wire (CDTA) and Buried Earthing Cable 

(CDTE); 

 The line has to be compliant with Class II or III as given by TSI, or as conventional line with a 

maximum exploitation speed of 200 km/h, compliant with the requirements of [3]; 

 With respect to step & touch voltages, the system shall comply with [1], so maximum 

permanent voltage is 60 V, and 765 V for 100 ms; 

 TSI energy and [3] specify that an electric unit in the condition given above can consume up 

to 15 MVA; 

With respect to the installed power at substations, two scenarios were analyzed: 

 Single 32 MVA transformer, 2-phase connection, T-feeding, as per [2], Imax steady state ≈ 842 A; 

 Dual 22 MVA transformers, V-feeding, as per [2], Imax steady state ≈ 579 A; 

Maximum current overload scheme: 

 Substation 32 MVA: Imax overload = 1683 A (2 h) or Imax overload = 2480 A (300 s); 

 Substation 22 MVA: Imax overload = 1158 A (2 h) or Imax overload = 1705 A (300 s); 

Maximum short circuit current: 

 Substation 32 MVA: Icc (=short Circuit Current)  7,8 kA for 100 ms, so compliant with [3]; 

 Substation 22 MVA: Icc  6,5 kA for 100 ms, so compliant with [3] (limit = 15 kA). 

The data given above were combined with the geometry and characteristics of conductors, and 

specific soil resistivity to form the set of input data for the simulations. Common mode currents on 

cable screens, transfer impedances, common and differential mode voltages were not included in the 

model, but for the location of the cable trench the magnetic field has been considered. 

2. Description 

A simulation tool for a generic traction power supply system, 2x25kV/50 Hz was developed, using 

Matlab®. The tool was integrated in a company internal platform for EMC models. The tool is based 

on the generic electromagnetic behaviour of system components, which can be integrated into a full-

scale system. Although the tool can be used for 2 rails and 3 rails systems, single and dual line 

systems, we concentrated on a 3 rail single line. Within the model the various return conductors, such 

as CDTA, CDTE, running rails can be cross bonded by an Integral Cross Bonding (LTI), so it is 

possible to integrate the E&B system in the model of the TPS, either 1x25 kV or 2x25 kV. Currents in 

the various return conductors and especially earth and cable screens play an important role in 

reaching EMC both in the railway system internally as well as with third parties externally. 

As the TPS has a longitudinal character, it can be approached as a multi-conductor transmission line. 

Matlab® is used to solve the equations which describe this system. In a multi-conductor model with N 

coupled conductors, the Carson-Clem equations [7], can be used to calculate the own and mutual 

impedances. This leads to the following generic matrix. 

Inductance Matrix 

[Z] = [Zint] + [Zext]    (1) 

[ Zint ] is a diagonal matrix that represents the internal impedance of conductors and [ Zext ] a 

symmetrical array for the external impedance. We can also write: 

[Zext] = [Zg] + [Zt]    (2) 
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[Zg] a geometric matrix associated with the geometric location of the conductors in a transverse plane 

and [Zt] the impedance of the earth. Combining (1) and (2) we get: 

[Z] = [Zint] + [Zg] + [Zt]    (3) 

In the case of a solution with 7 conductors, such as a 3 rails 2x25kV electrified line, [Z] will assume 

the size 7x7 at equation (4). Catenary and support wire have been assumed as a single conductor 

with an equivalent section. 

[Z] =

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
z11 z12 z13 z14 z15 z16 z17

z21 z22 z23 z24 z25 z26 z27

z31 z32 z33 z34 z35 z36 z37

z41 z42 z43 z44 z45 z46 z47

z51 z52 z53 z54 z55 z56 z57

z61 z61 z61 z61 z61 z61 z61

z71 z72 z73 z74 z75 z76 z77]
 
 
 
 
 
 

    (4) 

Where: 

zii = zint ii + zg ii + zt ii =
kJ0(kr)

2πrσJ1(kr)
+ jω

μ0

2π
ln

De

ri

+ π2f ∗ 10−7[Ω.m−1]    (5) 

zij = zg ij + zt ij = jω
μ0

2π
ln

De

dij

+ π2f ∗ 10−7[Ω.m−1]    (6) 

According to Carson-Clem equations and analogue to what is usual for coaxial cables, the return 

current in the ground can be assumed to be within a cylinder with radius De.  

De = 1.31δ = 1.31√
2ρ

ωμ
= 1.31√

2

2πμ
√

ρ

f
= 659.3127√

ρ

f
[m]   (7) 

Capacitive Matrix 

For the calculation of own and mutual capacitance between conductors we use [6], where earth is 

assumed a perfect homogeneous conductor. For the calculation of the Dij values, we used the images 

method of [6]. This leads to the following formulation: 

C = μεL−1 = με

[
 
 
 
 
μ
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ln (
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μ
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= 2πε
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 (8) 

Internal impedance of running rails 

It is known from [4] & [5] that the internal impedance of the running rails plays an important role in 

system performance. The approximation to use a circular conductor as model does not reflect reality. 

As the skin effect and relative permeability play a role, the rail impedance depends on both frequency 

as well as on magnitude of current. These effects cannot be ignored, so for instance at short circuits 

(SC) a lower permeability can be used. 
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Implementation 

For system analysis it is necessary to calculate the voltage and current distribution in the entire 

system, based on conductor characteristics and geometry, specific soil resistivity, load position, etc.. 

The entire model is divided in sections of varying length, dependent on desired resolution, or section 

type. Each section represents a “slice” of the multi- conductor line (MTL). The dimension of the matrix 

associated with each MTL is NxN. Each MTL has N+1 inputs and outputs because of the earth 

reference conductor, see Figure 1. At the substation location a transformer model is used in 

accordance with the data given above, also auto-transformer models were developed. 

 

Figure 1 Example from an E&B system model 

3. Development of Simulation Process 

For each traction power supply scenario listed below, simulation models were developed: 

Steady state regime with 32 MVA or 22 MVA 

 In accordance with TSI Energy, no train on this line is allowed to use more than 15 MVA, 

(=600A). The touch voltage in this case is limited to 60 V as per [1]; 

 Starting with a distance of 1600 m between LTI’s, after several simulations it was found that 

for 1200 m compliance is reached; 

 As no train is allowed to draw more than 600 A, the value of 1200 m is valid irrespective of the 

power installed in the substation; 

 The voltage between a conductor and the soil is at it’s maximum when two trains are in the 

same AT-section. The worst case occurs after a crossing in a station, when the distance 

between the trains is 3,6 km; 

 Specific soil resistivity is an important parameter when determining the voltage between 

running rails and earth. Normally the average soil resistivity in Portugal is approximately 

100 Ohm.m. Parameter variation showed that even with 400 Ohm.m (dry season or local 

presence of bedrock) compliance was reached; 

Short Circuit Regime with 32 MVA 

 The short circuit current (towards rails and CDTA) was determined as function of the distance 

to the substation; 

 At the location of the substation short circuit current (either to rails or CDTA) is approximately 

7,8 kA, resulting in high touch voltages; 

 To control touch voltages for the CDTA, cross-bonds between CDTA and CDTE (=LEAE) can 

be installed. However to control touch voltages for the rails, LTI’s are needed. Area’s where 

these cross bonds are required need to be determined; 
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Iearth_in Iearth_out
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Short Circuit to Aerial Wire 

 Initially one LEAE at 600 m from LTI’s was added, but touch voltages still surpassed the limit; 

 As a second step two LEAE’s were used spaced at 400 m intervals between LTI’s. This was 

sufficient to control the touch voltage CDTA-CDTE, but not between CDTA and rails; 

 Based on a distance between LTI’s of 1200 m, we found that the maximum Icc for which the 

touch voltage still complied with the limit was 3,7 kA. When installing one LEAE between LTI’s 

we found that the maximum Icc for which the touch voltage still was below the limit was 5,7 kA; 

 So for a distance to the substation where Icc > 5,7 kA alternatives had to be developed. 

Short circuit to rails 

 When studying touch voltages caused by a short circuit to the rails, the distance between 

LTI’s of 1200 m proved to be insufficient close to the substation. Thus the distance had to be 

reduced to 800 m for the first 4,8 km from the substation where 7,8 kA ≥ Icc ≥ 5,7 kA, with 

LEAE’s in the middle; 

 However based on further simulations we found that in case of 5,7 kA ≥ Icc ≥ 5,0 kA touch 

voltages still are not compliant with the limit. Therefore the rule above had to be modified 

slightly; 

 It could be proven that in case of Icc < 5,0 kA the spacing between LTI’s of 1200 m is 

sufficient; 

Short Circuit Regime with 22 MVA 

 In case of a 22 MVA substation, the maximum short-circuit current is approximately 6,3kA; 

 A study similar to the one for the 32 MVA substation was performed. Despite the fact that in 

this case short circuit current as function of distance gives lower than the one derived for the 

32 MVA substation, we find similar rules for the placement of LTI’s and LEAE’s; 

 We found that in case 6,3 kA ≥ Icc ≥ 5,0 kA (so close to the substation) we have to use an 

interval of 1000 m between LTI’s with LEAE’s in between; 

 In case of 5,0 kA ≥ Icc ≥ 3,7 kA we have to use an interval of 1200 m between LTI’s with 

LEAE’s in between; 

 In case of Icc < 3,7 kA we have to use an interval of 1200 m between LTI’s without additional 

LEAE’s in between; 

4. Conclusion 

It can be concluded that the modelling techniques developed were sufficient for and helpful in the 

design of an earthing and bonding concept which is compliant with EU standards and TSI Energy for 

a special type of railway system. The most important conclusion can be found in Table 1. For a steady 

state load of 15 MVA it was proven that a distance between LTI’s of 1,2 km is sufficient, no LEAE’s 

are needed, so the design presented in Table 1 is also compliant EU standards. Two loads in the 

same AT-section (distance 3,6 km), or a higher soil resistivity (up to 400 Ohm.m) are also acceptable. 

Table 1 Overview of results 

Type Red Zone Orange Zone Green Zone 

22 MVA 
6,3 kA  Icc  5,0 kA 5,0 kA > Icc  3,7 kA Icc < 3,7 kA 

LTI:1,0 km, LEAE in middle LTI: 1,2 km, LEAE in middle LTI: 1,2 km, no LEAE 

32 MVA 
7,8 kA  Icc  5,0 kA 5,0 kA > Icc  3,7 kA Icc < 3,7 kA 

LTI: 0,8 km, LEAE in middle LTI: 1,2 km, LEAE in middle LTI: 1,2 km, no LEAE 
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